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Evaluation Mean Median Std Dev MAD Dept Mean Institute Mean

Course  0.87  0.88  0.11  0.08  0.79  0.77

Instructor  0.90  0.90  0.10  0.10  0.83  0.82

Summary

SA A N DA SDA NA Mean Institute MeanQuestion No
 1  29  9  2  1  0  0  0.92  0.82

 2  26  12  2  1  0  0  0.91  0.80

 3  25  14  1  0  1  0  0.90  0.85

 4  20  17  3  1  0  0  0.87  0.80

 5  21  13  2  4  1  0  0.84  0.82

 6  28  12  1  0  0  0  0.93  0.85

 7  25  11  5  0  0  0  0.90  0.80

 8  21  11  6  3  0  0  0.84  0.76

 9  17  19  4  1  0  0  0.85  0.72

 10  21  13  5  0  2  0  0.85  0.78

 11  25  13  3  0  0  0  0.91  0.80

Question-Wise Response

NOTE:SA(STRONGLY AGREE)=10 A(AGREE)=8 N(NEUTRAL)=6 DA(DISAGREE)=4 SDA(STRONGLY DISAGREE)=2 NA(Not Applicable/Do not wish to answer)=0

Question list

QuestionQ.No

 1 The course objectives were stated clearly and met largely

 2 The concepts of the course were communicated well

 3 The instructor was enthusiastic about the topics presented

 4 The examples/case-studies/illustrations used in the class improved the learning experience

 5 The quizzes and exams were graded in an impartial and timely manner

 6 The instructor was punctual and followed the class schedule closely

 7 The course was planned and structured well

 8 The course motivated me to explore the subject area with interest

 9 The involvement of TAs helped effectively in improving the learning experience

 10 Tutorials and assignments were conducted effectively

 11 Overall, the course provided a good value-addition to my knowledge/skill-set

NOTE:Qn 1 to 6 - Instructor evaluation : Qn 7 to 11 - Course evaluation



Student Remarks

Pros about Instructor: Krishna sir.

1) He gave wonderful real life examples about Fourier transform.

2) He used to take suggestions from students every day using paper slips. this helped a lot.

Prof KJ' s illustrative examples helped in understanding the theory better and his figurative language made the lectures enjoyable.: )

Excellent way of teaching. Glad to have attended half of the course under this prof. Concepts were taught in a very inspiring and interesting manner. Would be 

glad to take up courses if this prof is handling the course.

Sir, you presented the subject in a very interesting and easy to learn manner. You ensured that we always followed each and every word you spoke in the class. 

The pace of the classes was really comfortable. I always looked forward to attend your classes. It was a wonderful learning experience!

Thank you Krishna Sir.

The tutorial quizzes as well as the quizzes were not checking whether the student had understood the concept or not but it checked whether the computations 

were correct or not.For example if in a particular question the concept applied was correct but the calculations were wrong we were not given the marks.

Very good and insightful course.The tutorials were somewhat lukewarm.But other than this the classes of KJ sir was some of the best ive attended. I had lot of 

fun in this course and hopefully the tutorials are made more interactive to further heighten this courses standards.

Due to time constraint of tutorial tests we may skip steps so as to  get to answer soon, which, in no way means that the student is unaware of the solution.This 

should be kept in mind by the TA's while correcting the answer scripts.

Including examples while teaching was helpful.

Excellent teacher.

Number of Students who didn't fill the TCF for this Course: 0

Comments by students who didn't fill the TCF for this Course

No Remarks Given


